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screen images

公共空間において環境音・環境映像として使用された例

Selene/Kaguya lunar orbiter
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top/launch page

open

main program ( java applet )

preference - パラメータ設定 /ユーザ・カスタマイズ

user-manual/instruction sample-sound archives

japanese /english

japanese /english

japanese /english

japanese /english
mp3 sound files

“free-scratch” mode“orbit-play” mode “graphic wall” mode
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In this mode, the sound follows the topography along the satellite's orbital path.

The display shows the orbital path Kaguya flew along as it took measurements of the lunar surface, an altitude graph of the topography 

in cross-section, and a musical notation map.

In this mode you can draw a line anywhere on the moon's surface and listen to the sound it produces. 

Just like dropping a needle onto an LP, you can rotate the moon and draw anywhere you like.
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In this mode, the sound follows the topography along the satellite's orbital path.

Kaguya's orbital path as it took measurements of the lunar surface, an altitude graph showing the topography in cross-section, 

and a musical notation map are displayed. The graph in the top right shows the altitude, with the white area displaying 

the detailed topography, and the grey horizontal line showing a broader elevation. 

These are the main note (melody), and bass line.

By dragging your pointer you can rotate the moon freely.

Drag the Kaguya pointer onto the moon's surface, and moonbell will start playing from that position.

The interface

Change playback modes with the two buttons at the bottom of the moonbell screen, open the Settings panel, or display in Graphic Screen mode.

In this mode you can draw a line anywhere on the moon's surface and listen to the sound it produces. 

Drag your cursor wherever you want on the moon's surface, and the sound will play in a loop, regardless of how long the line is.

Rotate the moon by dragging in the black space around the moon.

The green graph represents the main note (the melody based on the detailed altitude data), the rings that expand from the center are 

the bass notes, and the background colors are the metronome note.
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Color patterns produced from the audio data.

The screen displays the main note and bass notes, with high notes coming from the left, and low notes from the right, in changing colors.

This mode can be used to create atmospheric music and space design. 

It works particularly well in fullscreen mode.
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